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experience

internships Frog Design » IxD   Fall '13 » Seattle, WA

Moment » IxD    May ‘14-Present » New York, NY

Responsible for creating interaction models in both physical 
and digital realms. Made wireframes and other interaction 
assets. Assisted in Visual Design, Design Research as well.

UX designer with some emphasis on graphic and service 
design. Worked on products for the financially underserved, 
as well as products for small business and affluent 
consumers. Helped implement and work in an agile design 
process, as well as traditional processes. In addition to 
design, responsibilities included building and maintaining 
relationships with clients and tech teams.

Crown Equip. » IxD     Spring '13 » New Bremen, OH
Created information architecture, detailed wireframes and 
fleshed out visual concepts for both mobile devices as well 
as web based and desktop applications. 

Freelance » Misc.        Spring '13 » Cincinnati, OH
Brand Strategy, Demographic research and analysis, user 
interface design, information architecture, and other design 
tasks for several different clients.

Whipsaw » ID    Summer '12 » San Jose, CA
Brand Strategy, Demographic research and analysis, user 
interface design, information architecture, and other design 
tasks for several different clients.

education University of Cincinnati  » Cincinnati, OH

Highland Park Highschool  » Highland Park, Il

College of Design, Art, Architecture, and Planning
B.S Industrial Design, expected graduation 2014
GPA: 3.9/4.0

Graduated June 2009
GPA: 4.10/4.0 [weighted]

skills Hand-sketching, Wireframing, Service-Journey mapping, 
Adobe CC, Sketch, Framer.js, HTML, CSS, Jquery, Javascript, 
Workshop planning and facilitation, Project management and 
planning, Information Architecture development, Fluent in 
Hebrew, Industrial Design tools and workflows, Time Travel.

interests old maps and antiques, learning new skills, typography 
& type design, making music, arduino projects, 
collecting and listening to vinyl records, solving puzzles, 
sports, design blogs

daniel orbach
digital product design
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Good Apps Make Good Neighbors
Strong communities are built one relationship at a time, and research has shown that personal well-being is improved when people 
build connections  in their immediate local area. But these connections can be difficult to form for a variety of reasons — rental 
occupants may change regularly, individual lives have different schedules, and the population may reflect a variety of cultures, ages, 
and family sizes. Design a digital experience that a person can use to build relationships with their neighbors.
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“I don’t know who my neighbors are, let alone their names”

of people never speak
to their neighbors

of people would never socialize 
with their neighbors

survey conducted in London, England (2013)

ignore their neighbor when 
seeing them in public

60+40+K 28+72+K 46+54+K60% 28% 46%
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People are living in greater density than ever before, but people 
are interacting with their neighbors less than ever. 
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The three main stakeholders here are the user, their neighbors, 
and the hoa/building that houses them.

user’s needs ownership’s needsneighbor’s needs

want to know who is nearby

privacy

ask the user favors

feel connected

feel safe

be social

get help from neighbors

make friends with neighbors

feel at home

get privacy when needed

help renters feel safe

decrease rental turnover

increase resident knowledge
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Users want to feel safe, social, and connected.
Let’s create community empowered by action. 

*blue stickies represent features and ideas 
overlayed on user needs

social ideas connected ideassafety ideas

communicate before meeting

have friends you know

ability to report people to owner

blocking people

neighbor ratings

vouching for someone

host parties

do favors for one another

actions and favors. karma.

meet up through app

events planned by hoa

profiles with photos

profiles with bios

connected all the time

connected when home

connected when I chose

connection based on mutual agreement

more app knows, better app is

knows phone number and address
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A simple information architecture sketch, centered 
around of asking and receiving favors in a social way.

home

ask favor

enter favor

invite over

create invitation

check profile

karma/bio/medals/
achievments

editconfigure

send

configure

send

wait for response wait for response

favor feed

list of favors

one favor

respond

menu

click neighbor status, 
configure settings, 
about, legal, etc.
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Different implementations were explored using 
lightweight wireframing until a direction was chosen.
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get to know your neighbors better by 
helping out and hanging out.neighborly
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Neighborly works by taking user information, such as a phone 
number and address, to localize targeted push messages.

neighborly

n#

1000ft1000ft
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neighborly

Neighborly is a simply designed app, the 
homescreen only has a few zones.

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Neighborly

Ask A Favor

Host an Event

Hey guys, does anyone
have some spare elec....

from: Lex Luthor

Hey Jane, I’m running
low on cat food, can...

from: Josh Homme

Hey Jane, I’m too
short to change my li...

from: Cheryl Tunt

Hey Guys, we’re jammin
at my house in a few a...

from: James Hendrix

from: Lex Luthor

1

2

3

1. Top Control Bar zone
The topmost zone in the interface. This zone includes a 
menu button for a sliding drawer menu, as well as a button 
for quickly accessing the user’s profile so they can check 
on their karma and edit their details.

2. Outgoing Action Zone
Here the user can commit to outgoing actions such as 
asking favors or hosting events. There are many usecases 
but they all involve one person sending something out to 
many or all users in the vicinity.

3. Incoming Action Zone
This is where the user accepts or rejects incoming favors 
and events in their favor feed. They can delete favors, or 
click into them to see details and help a neighbor out!
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Let’s go through the initial setup 
and ask a favor!
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The initial homescreen

swipe across screen tap on text field

Jane taps to enter her name

Jane is greeted by a warm start up 
message describing the neighborly 
mission and instructing her to swipe to 
get to the next screen, which she does.

the only tappable field on screen 
is the name field. Jane can enter 
her name or a user name here, 
as well as swipe forward or back 
to skip this step (though this isn’t 
disclosed to encourage entry).

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Welcome to
Neighborly!

we help put you in
touch with those
who live around you.
Let’s get Started! 

swipe to the next
screen to begin

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

What’s Your Name?

Jane opens the app and begins stepping through the 
set-up. Note the warm tone of voice used in dialogue.

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

What’s Your Name?

Done

Q W E R Y U I O

A S D F G H J

Z X C V B N M

K L

P

space return.?123

T

Jane Doe

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

What’s Your Name?

Jane Doe

Text field entry

typing on keyboard swipe across screen

Swiping to the next step

Jane quickly types her name in 
using the keyboard.

Jane swipes to the next step of the 
setup process, note the ordered 
dots on the bottom of the screen 
alerting her to her progress.

Jane enters her name and swipes to the next 
step of the process.

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Hi Jane!

Tell us a bit about
yourself:

tap to upload
a photo for
your profile!

tap to type a bio here

Bio. Photo. Swipe.

text entry and pic upload tap on button

Jane is asked to confirm location.

She taps on the text entry field to 
enter a quick bio so her neighbors can 
read about her and uploads a photo by 
taking a selfie on her camera (or using a 
preexisting photo).

Neighborly asks Jane if she is at 
home. If Jane answers no, she’ll be 
prompted to enter her address into 
a map and confirm there.

Jane Fills out her bio and uploads a photo to complete 
her profile and swipes to the next step of the process.

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

YES

NO

Is your current location
home for you?

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

YES

NO

Is your current location
home for you?

Location confirmation

swipe across screen tap on text field

Jane taps to enter her number

After confirming her location 
Jane swipes on to the next step 
in the process.

the only tappable field on screen is 
the phone number field. Jane will 
enter her phone number which 
the app will store secure in it’s 
encrypted database.

She confirms her location, swipes to the next page, and 
is asked to share her phone number.

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Share your phone
number and we’ll
find some neighbors
you may already know!

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Share your phone
number and we’ll
find some neighbors
you may already know!

Done

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8

0

9

555-555-5555

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

We’re checking to see
if you might know some
of your neighbors!

Phone number entry

keyboard entry waiting patiently

Neighborly Xred with Dbase

She types in her phone number on the 
special phone number keypad and hits 
done. The system begins to search.

Neighborly cross references 
her name and location with it’s 
encrypted database to check and 
see if anyone in her phone book 
matches as a “neighbor”.

She enters her phone number and Neighborly cross 
references her information with it’s existing database.

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

We found two friends
who live nearby

Knope, Leslie

Archer, Sterling

+

+

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

We found two friends
who live nearby

Knope, Leslie

Archer, Sterling

Time to explore!

Use neighborly!

Xref results

tap on button(s) tap on button

Yay! Setup complete.

Jane sees her two close friends who 
live nearby. She taps the “+” to add 
them to her Trusted Neighbors list.

She taps on the Use Neighborly button 
which appears after Jane either accepts 
a friend match or waits a quick moment. 
This is to encourage addition of 
neighbors before app usage begins.

Neighborly found two matches! Jane accepts them both 
and taps to enter the home screen.

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Neighborly

Ask A Favor

Host an Event

Hey guys, does anyone
have some spare elec....

from: Lex Luthor

Hey Jane, I’m running
low on cat food, can...

from: Josh Homme

Hey Jane, I’m too
short to change my li...

from: Cheryl Tunt

Hey Guys, we’re jammin
at my house in a few a...

from: James Hendrix

from: Lex Luthor

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Ask A Favor

Please set your
asking distance:

500ft100ft 1000ft

Neighborly

Type Your Favor Here!

Ask anyone specific?

Send Favor!

The True Homescreen

tap on button tap on text field

Jane types in her favor

The Neighborly homescreen appears as 
described in the zone diagram on page 
13. The feed here would not actually 
appear for a first time user, but is instead 
shown to facilitate better understanding 
of the UI.

She types in her favor using a 
keyboard as shown previously, and 
decides to ask someone specific to 
fulfill her favor.

Jane arrives at the Neighborly home screen and sees her 
favor feed. She decides to ask a favor.

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Ask A Favor

Please set your
asking distance:

500ft100ft 1000ft

Neighborly

Hey guys, I just moved in 
to apartment 7. Does 
anyone have some sugar I 
can borrow? I’ll pay you 
in cookies!

Ask anyone specific?

Send Favor!

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Ask A Favor

Please set your
asking distance:

500ft100ft 1000ft

Neighborly

Type Your Favor Here!

Ask specific people?

Send Favor!

Search Names Here

Recent Ask 1

Recent Ask 3

Recent Ask 2

Done

Q W E R Y U I O

A S D F G H J

Z X C V B N M

K L

P

space return.?123

T

Asking Someone Specific

tap on button tap on text field

Jane types out Leslie’s name

she taps on the Ask Someone Specific 
button.

She is shown recently asked people 
so that she can choose without 
having to type. In this instance, 
Jane will be typing out her friend’s 
name.

Jane then specifies she’d like to ask someone specific 
and searches for a name of a neighbor

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Ask A Favor

Please set your
asking distance:

500ft100ft 1000ft

Neighborly

Type Your Favor Here!

Ask specific people?

Send Favor!

Done

Q W E R Y U I O

A S D F G H J

Z X C V B N M

K L

P

space return.?123

T

Kno

Knope, Leslie

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Ask A Favor

Please set your
asking distance:

500ft100ft 1000ft

Neighborly

Hey guys, I just moved in 
to apartment 7. Does 
anyone have some sugar I 
can borrow? I’ll pay you 
in cookies!

To: Leslie Knope

Send Favor!

Accepting Leslie

swipe across screen tap on text field

Jane sends out the favor!

Jane taps on Leslie Knope’s name 
indicating she’d like to send the favor 
specifically to her.

Jane sends out her favor to 
Leslie. Leslie will receive a push 
notification on her phone indicating 
a favor has been asked of her and 
will be able to reply or ignore.

She taps her friend’s name and proceeds 
to send out her favor

neighborly
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11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Neighborly

Ask A Favor

Host an Event

Hey guys, does anyone
have some spare elec....

from: Lex Luthor

Hey Jane, I’m running
low on cat food, can...

from: Josh Homme

Hey Jane, I’m too
short to change my li...

from: Cheryl Tunt

Hey Guys, we’re jammin
at my house in a few a...

from: James Hendrix

from: Lex Luthor

Favor Sent!

We’ll let you know
when someone is
going to take you
up on it!

Thanks!

Dismissing Confirmation

swipe across screen End!

Jane hits the Thanks button on the 
notification telling her her favor has been 
sent. If there is not sufficient reception 
Jane will be given a different message 
with the option to resend.

Jane is brought back to the homescreen and a confirmation is 
shown that her favor was sent. She dismisses it.

11:11 PMCARRIER LTE

Neighborly

Ask A Favor

Host an Event

Hey guys, does anyone
have some spare elec....

from: Lex Luthor

Hey Jane, I’m running
low on cat food, can...

from: Josh Homme

Hey Jane, I’m too
short to change my li...

from: Cheryl Tunt

Hey Guys, we’re jammin
at my house in a few a...

from: James Hendrix

from: Lex Luthor

neighborly
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That concludes the flow. Here are some more 
refined visual executions for Neighborly
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Refined visuals for Neighborly rely on a simple visual language to 
convey amicability, easy of use, and simplicity.
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Here is a 3 month plan for execution of the interaction and visual 
design of the application:

week 1

Research

Syntheses

Ideation

Refined 
Ideation

Wireframing

Detailed
Documentation

Prototyping & 
Visual Design

Finalization 
and Delivery

week 2 week 3 week 4 week 5 week 6 week 8

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

week 9 week 10 week 11 week 12 week 13 week 14
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Detailed break down of phases, activities and deliverables:

Phase 1: Define Phase 2: Design Phase 3: Deliver

research ideation prototyping

synthesis
refined ideation

finalization and delivery

deliverable: research output

wireframing & storybuilding

detailed documentation

deliverable: detailed documentation

deliverable: final output and documentation

Activities would include drafting a survey to distribute 
and collect responses for, as well as performing 
interviews (group and individual). Neighborhood 
observations and secondary research collection would 
also happen.

No ideas are bad. All wireframes, stickynote sketches, 
and other forms of ideation are documented and 
collected. This phase informally exists where the lighter 
bar is. Initial Information Architecture is developed here.

Although low-fidelity prototyping exists in phase two, a high 
fidelity prototype with motion intent and interactive intent 
will be created to deliver to developers. The visual language 
will also be refined and finalized here with exacting 
specifications to be included in the final documentation.

Activies would include qualitative analysis of the data 
from the survey however appropriate to facilitate 
extraction of personas that can be contextualized via 
interviewee transcripts. All qualitative data is posted on 
stickies and filteres into design insights and requirements.

Ideas from ideation are culled and refined into a smaller 
batch of executable ideas. These are then elaborated 
upon in higher fidelity. Info Arch is refined here.

Activies would include qualitative analysis of the date 
from the survey however appropriate to facilitate 
extraction of personas that can be contextualized via 
interviewee transcripts. All qualitative data is posted on 
stickies and filtered into design insights and requirements.

A document detailing the process of research and 
synthesis would be compiled and delivered to key project 
stakeholders for reading (a presentation would be nice to 
do as well). This document’s design guidelines will serve 
as a northstar for Phase 2.

Wireframing exists as part of both ideation phases. and is 
a meaningful way to express ideas with pen and paper as 
well as more intricate methods such as Axure and 
Adobe Illustrator.

Ideas from ideation and wireframing are formed into 
coherent sets of flows that illustrate key user touchpoints 
as they use the app. These will be a key part of the design 
documentation at the end of this phase. All screens are 
annotated and accounted for.

This document discusses the UX and UI in great details 
and is a reference manual for constructing the interface 
during the development phase.

A final document is prepared which contains all of 
the detailed documentation and design process as 
well as specifications for execution of the application 
by developers. Every item is componentized and 
documented so that it can be referenced during the build. 
Motion studies are delivered in a separate movie format.



a 1:1 computing solution that works for students
As integrating technology with the classroom becomes a stronger 
trend, the lack of a device that meets the needs of students is 
more and more apparent. How can a computer be designed to 
work with students, and not against them?
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Technology can assist education and improve student lives. 
but distractions are a drawback.

"I find myself on Facebook more 
than I do doing homework"
-seton highschool student

90% of students report that laptops have 
a positive impact on how much they learn 
from school. -DSST Laptop Usage Study n=500
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We found that distractions can be mitigated by 
compartmentalizing and distilling technology.

design requirements

durability

encourage focus

utility

enable learning

Throughout the research, student distraction was a 
major concern and worry. Can it be mitigated?

Kids are going to put the device through it’s paces. Can 
the construction facilitate minimal repair cost?

No classroom is the same. The device needs to translate 
across a variety of subject matter and environments.

A device can't enable anything if it isn't on. And if it's on, 
and students don't care to use it, it won't enable much.
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Contextualizing our requirements helped expose 
common problems students have every day.

teacher lectures in class

studying in library time to hand in homeworkuh-oh! laptop died. too many papers!outlet tree is full! late homework = bad grade

student gets distracted online teacher stops class to intervene

getting distracted online

battery running out losing track of assignments and homework

1

2 3
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Ideation around the problems we uncovered 
helped inspire new directions.

integrating handwriting

enabling sharing

finder interface

Teachers and students alike voiced 
a concern to maintain handwriting 
in some form. How could that be 
executed in an elegant way?

Students want to share data. 
Schools can't always meet 
network demands. A solution is in 
there somewhere!

Students need to keep 
organized, can a computer 
function as a planner too?
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Bridging the Gap
Using both traditional product and interaction 
development strategies helped create a cohesive 
design that worked together in  both the physical 
and digital realm.

interface development

paper prototyping and 
system architecture

refining forms

A key factor in development was helping to establish 
cohesion between the digital and physical user interfaces.

popup menu 
screen

notebooks loose notes
"stickies"

application
LED 

notebook

create new create new

"normal" word 
doc  post-it

write note

pin to "board"

visions

write paper

e-ink 
notebook

menu

plain ruled grid

write notes 
with stylus

open application

choose

choosec hoosec hoose

save

save export to LED
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12.5 Inch LCD

10.6 E-ink Display

Stylus Holster

Audio in/out

USB 3.0

Duality of form and function
When the laptop is closed, it functions as an 
E-Reader for textbooks, but when opened 
it is a fully functional laptop.

Introducing Lumen. A mobile computer 
that enables learning through dual displays.
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Lumen is different because it allows you to both take notes and 
read books on a secondary e-ink display.
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The limited features on the e-ink screen allow students to focus on 
what they're doing instead of multitasking and getting distracted

all features focus in

full color books read booksinternet internetfull color b&wtyping and docs handwriting
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Lumen's other features make it easy for students to 
share their knowledge while protecting their device.

stylus and jump drive

removable battery

removable PU bumper

Dual display enclosure

A hidden stylus makes writing on 
e-ink a breeze, while a jumpdrive 
ensures sharing is easy as well.

If the e-ink display's addition to 
battery life isn't enough, students 
can carry a spare battery.

Bumpers come in a variety 
of colors and patterns to 
accommodate student tastes.

A single enclosure holds both an 
e-ink and an LCD display.
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Lumen's Explorer makes it easy to find the files you need. 
It knows your schedule, and highlights what's relevant.

a smarter finder
Finder knows what class you're in, 
and what class files were created for. 
You can then sort by this to find files 
and class assignments faster.

add your classes *not shown
At the beginning of the semester, 
students import their schedule, and 
the OS makes contextual decisions 
based on the information.

Windows + Metro
The OS was based off of Microsoft's 
Metro design language, but was 
explored and refined for students.

bookmark a screen state
Adding a bookmark saves all open 
applications and open windows, 
they can then be recovered later.

1

2

3

3

4

1

2
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lumen's implementation is built around a four point 
system: inform, afford, maintain, sustain.

inform schools about the system
This allows students to surf the internet, take 
notes, work on projects, and perform other 
tasks essential to education and developing 
computer literacy.  

make it affordable
Paying for lumen over the course of a four year 
highschool education makes the cost easier to 
swallow. It also brings down the cost of textbooks.

frosh soph jun sen

incentivizing preventative maintainence
Lumen incentivizes kids to maintain their 
computers by paying back part of the savings the 
school would make by not repairing their machine.

$

sustainable practices fuel growth
This allows students to surf the internet, take 
notes, work on projects, and perform other 
tasks essential to education and developing 
computer literacy.  
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LUMEN
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Making Travel a Little Easier... In Two Days.
Redesign the united.com web site so that it feels easier to use and that customers can 
sucessfully navigate ticket purchasing. The redesign does not need to cover the entire 
site, but it should include multiple pages, form factors, etc. as needed to demonstrate 
streamlined interaction, clean information architecture, and compelling visual design.
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The United website of today looks like this:
It's jarring, cluttered, and not very usable.
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Who uses United.com? Middle class, highly educated households 
who work in management and are relatively young.

%US Population, %United Passengers
Household Income

$50K+
college educated full-time employment 18-49

graduated college of further professional/managerial 35-49

post graduate degree top manegement

$60K+

$75K+

$100K+

Education

source: http://www.unitedmediaservices.com/

Employment Age
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The outcomes of an audit:
What makes buying a ticket on united.com difficult?

All dynamic filtering options are pre-search
Options such as departure and arrival time are only able to be set before the search. If a 
user would like to change these dynamic variables, they must restart the search process

Search results page is static. 
Once on the search results page, any click reloads all of the results.

User is not made aware they are selecting one trip at a time
If a flight has a connection on the way to a destination, it is very 
visually similar to how a round trip would appear due to the 
typographic execution of the design. 

Seats on plane are not disclosed until the user has made a selection
If a user wanted a 'window' or 'aisle' seat, they would not know it 
was available until they had already chosen a flight. The booking 
engine is currently outdated, and airline companies know it.
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Inspires users to travel with United.

Let's create a site with these goals in mind:

A companies website should be reflective of the quality of service it offers in 
the real world. Creating a familiar site that maintains many popular conventions 
adopted by today's userbase will ensure an approachable experience

Once the user is in the site, they need to be able to accomplish the task they 
came there to do! For United.com, that's buying a ticket. There are a litany of 
websites that accomplish this task far more efficiently than United.com. What can 
we learn from them?

The current United.com website doesn't exactly invite you to fly the friendly skies. What 
could an experience look like that inspires the passenger to travel to places they haven't 
been before?

Feels easy to approach

Is easy to use
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This is what the Sitemap looks like for United.com:

home reservations travel information deals & offers products and services

about unitedmy accountmileage plus contact us FAQ

News and offers
advert for bonus miles
flight booking mech.
print boarding pass
check flight status
change/view reserv.
mileage plus sign in
three advertisements

Enroll in MileagePlus
MileagePlus Overview
MileagePlus News & Offers
MileagePlus Program Rules
Premier Status
Earn Award Miles
Use Award Miles
Transfer Points into Miles
My Account

Make Flight Reservation
Make Hotel Reservation
Make Car Reservation
Change/View Existing 
 Reservations
Check-in for Flight
Vacation Packages
Make Cruise Reservation
Using United.com
Refund Policy

Flight Status
Timetable
Baggage Information
Traveling with Animals
Special Travel Needs
Airport Information
Inflight Services
Route Maps
Destination Information
Mobile Tools

MileagePlus Activity 
 Since Last Statement
MileagePlus Statement
Saved Addresses
E-mail Settings
Saved Phone Numbers
Saved Travelers
Search Preferences
Saved Forms of Payment
Regional Preferences
Account Settings

United Specials
E-mail Subscriptions
MileagePlus News & Offers
Promotional Certificates
Special Offers
Veteran's Advantage Discount

United Airlines Credit Card from Chase
Premier Access Travel Services
Gift Account
Gift Certificates
United Club
united.com Club
Travel for Groups & Meetings
Travel for Military & Government Personnel
Travel Products
Trip Insurance

Advertising
Career Opportunities
Company History
Company Profile
United Shop
Global Alliances
Investor Relations
News Releases
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Eliminating Redundancies, and Simplifying the Architecture

home reservations travel information deals & offers products and services

about unitedmy accountmileage plus contact us FAQ

News and offers
print boarding pass
change/view reserv.
mileage plus sign in

Enroll in MileagePlus
MileagePlus Overview
MileagePlus News & Offers
MileagePlus Program Rules
Premier Status
Earn Award Miles
Use Award Miles
Transfer Points into Miles
My Account

Check-in for Flight
Refunds

Flight Status
Timetable
Baggage Information
Traveling with Animals
Special Travel Needs
Airport Information
Inflight Services
Route Maps

MileagePlus Activity 
 Since Last Statement
MileagePlus Statement
Settings and data management

United Specials
E-mail Subscriptions
MileagePlus News & Offers
Promotional Certificates
Special Offers

United Airlines Credit Card from Chase
Premier Access Travel Services
Gift Account
Gift Certificates
United Club
united.com Club
Travel for Groups & Meetings
Travel for Military & Government Personnel
Travel Products
Trip Insurance

Career Opportunities
United Shop
Global Alliances
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Reconstructing the architecture based on page location, not menu

Header Body Footer

Mileage Plus
Search Omnibar
      Mileage + number
     Confirmation number
     From Airport
     To Airport
     Dates
     Flight Checkin/mgmt

Flight Search
Hotel Search
Vacation Search
Car Rental Search
Travel Inspiration
United Specials
Promos
MileagePlus News & Offers

United Airlines Credit Card from Chase
Premier Access Travel Services
Gift Account
Gift Certificates
United Club
united.com Club
Travel for Groups & Meetings
Travel for Military & Government Personnel
Travel Products
Career Opportunities
United Shop
Global Alliances
My Account
Contact us
FAQ
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The Information Architecture was developed in tandem 
with quick wireframe sketches
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Wireframes were created based on accomplishing and 
communicating a chosen flow: ticket purchase

Mileage + sign in
sign up

Travel Information | Menu Item | Menu Item | Menu Item | Menu Item | 

where from?

where to?

One Adult

Find Hotels

search nearby airports

search nearby airports

Find Car Rentals

leaving? returning?

Find Flights

About United | Footer two | Footer three | About United | Footer two | Footer three | 

Destination

79$

Destination

79$
Something here, not sure yet

double the
deal, double
the tile space

135$ omg

Destination

79$

68$
29$
Destination

79$
Destination

79$

79$

299/
night

Honeymoon
Vacation Pkg

299/
night

Honeymoon
Vacation Pkg

299/
night

Honeymoon
Vacation Pkg

Some Really Big Deal

Destination One

79$
Destination One

79$
Destination One

79$

Some Really Big Deal

Destination One

79$
Destination One

79$
Destination One

UNITED
Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

UNITED Mileage +
sign in
sign upSearch, Confirmation Number, M+ Number

where from?

where to?

One Adult

Find Hotels

Find Car Rentals

leaving? returning?

UNITED
Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

where from?

where to?

One Adult

Find Hotels

search nearby airports

search nearby airports

Find Car Rentals

leaving? returning?

Find Flights

UNITED
Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

where from?

where to?

One Adult

Find Hotels

search nearby airports

search nearby airports

Find Car Rentals

leaving? returning?

Find Flights

About United | Footer two | Footer three | About United | Footer two | Footer three | 

UNITED
Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

where from?

where to?

One Adult

Find Hotels

search nearby airports

search nearby airports

Find Car Rentals

leaving? returning?

Find Flights

About United | Footer two | Footer three | About United | Footer two | Footer three | 

Destination

79$

Destination

79$
Something here, not sure yet

double the
deal, double
the tile space

135$ omg

Destination

79$

68$
29$
Destination

79$
Destination

79$

79$

299/
night

Honeymoon
Vacation Pkg

299/
night

Honeymoon
Vacation Pkg

299/
night

Honeymoon
Vacation Pkg

Some Really Big Deal

Destination One

79$
Destination One

79$
Destination One

79$

Some Really Big Deal

Destination One

79$
Destination One

79$
Destination One
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Wireframes were created based on accomplishing and 
communicating a chosen flow: ticket purchase

UNITED

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach
select

Results: 257

Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

SEATAC // Seattle WA

sign up for price alerts

AUS // Austin, TX

DEC 

15
DEC 

31
Nonstop

Takeoff 0:00-0:00

0:00-0:00

1 stop 1+ stops

Takeoff 2

Sort By: Lowest Price

Show More Filters

Filters

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Depart

Return

UNITED

Results: 257

Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

SEATAC // Seattle WA

sign up for price alerts

AUS // Austin, TX

DEC 

15
DEC 

31
Nonstop

Takeoff 0:00-0:00

0:00-0:00

1 stop 1+ stops

Takeoff 2

Sort By: Lowest Price

Show More Filters

Filters

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

UNITED

Results: 257

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

SEATAC // Seattle WA

sign up for price alerts

AUS // Austin, TX

DEC 

15
DEC 

31
Nonstop

Takeoff 0:00-0:00

0:00-0:00

1 stop 1+ stops

Takeoff 2

Sort By: Lowest Price

Show More Filters

Filters

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

   
  

  

 

 
 

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

UNITED

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

Results: 257

Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

SEATAC // Seattle WA

sign up for price alerts

AUS // Austin, TX

DEC 

15
DEC 

31
Nonstop

Takeoff 0:00-0:00

0:00-0:00

1 stop 1+ stops

Takeoff 2

Sort By: Lowest Price

Show More Filters

Filters

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

   
  

  

UNITED

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

Results: 257

Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

SEATAC // Seattle WA

sign up for price alerts

AUS // Austin, TX

DEC 

15
DEC 

31
Nonstop

Takeoff 0:00-0:00

0:00-0:00

1 stop 1+ stops

Takeoff 2

Sort By: Lowest Price

Show More Filters

Filters

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

Flight 240 2:28
Takeoff wed 11:20P SEA

DFWwed 6:10 PLanding

airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

+

+

UNITED

Results: 257

Mileage + sign in
sign up

Search, Confirmation Number, M+ Number, omni bar

SEATAC // Seattle WA

sign up for price alerts

AUS // Austin, TX

DEC 

15
DEC 

31
Nonstop

Takeoff 0:00-0:00

0:00-0:00

1 stop 1+ stops

Takeoff 2

Sort By: Lowest Price

Show More Filters

Filters

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$524 sea 11:20p >> aus 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)aus 5:45a >> sea10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select
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This is the new United.com
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It simplifies the experience in many ways, including an omnibar.

Omnibar accepts
all input information

A branded mileage
plus experience

A more familiar
looking search

Real inspiration from
real people. 
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Use proprietary information for a more holistic experience

Use United's knowledge 
of seat availability

Be more transparent 
with baggage fees

Inject promotions 
into search results
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Before and After: Search Results

Flight Search Filters

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Enter email, for price alerts

Seattle-Tacoma, WA (SEA)

Austin, TX (AUS)

More Filters

One Adult

departure takeoff all times

all times

DEC THU

05
Change Date

DEC

Change Date

THU

07

nonstop one stop multi stop

departure takeoff

$524 SEA 4:36p // AUS 11:53p 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 3:09p // SEA 10:24p 

6:17

7:13coach

select

$524 SEA 11:20p // AUS 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 5:45a // SEA 10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$599 SEA 2:42p // AUS 9:49p 1 stop (DEN)

1 stop (DEN)AUS 6:15a // SEA 1:57p

5:07

9:42coach

select

$599 SEA 2:42p // AUS 9:49p 1 stop (SFO)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 5:00p // SEA 10:35p 

5:07

7:45coach

select

$679 SEA 6:05a // AUS 2:22p 1 stop (DEN)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 6:15a // SEA 1:57a 

6:17

9:42coach

select

Seattle, WA to Austin, TX Sort By: Price Ascending

$679 SEA 11:20p // AUS 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)8:00select

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code
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Before and After: Expanded Flight View

Flight Search Filters

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Enter email, for price alerts

Seattle-Tacoma, WA (SEA)

Austin, TX (AUS)

More Filters

One Adult

departure takeoff all times

all times

DEC THU

05
Change Date

DEC

Change Date

THU

07

nonstop one stop multi stop

departure takeoff

$524 SEA 4:36p // AUS 11:53p 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 3:09p // SEA 10:24p 

6:17

7:13coach

Confirm

Seattle, WA to Austin, TX Sort By: Price Ascending

$679 SEA 11:20p // AUS 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)8:00select

Flight 240 2:49
Takeoff wed 4:36P SEA

DFWwed 7:25 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:48
Takeoff wed 8:05P DFW

AUSwed 11:53PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:04
Takeoff sat 3:09P AUS

DFWsat 6:13 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 5:28
Takeoff sat 7:56P DFW

SEAsat 10:24PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Depart

Return

close

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code
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Let's buy some tickets, shall we?

Flight Search

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

where from?

Check nearby airports

where to?

Check nearby airports

Check nearby airports

Find Car Rentals

Advanced Search

depart on

Change Date

arrive on

Change Date

number of passengers

FIND FLIGHTS
Show More Trips

St. Louis
explore

from

$69
*one way

Danna Tweeted:

From: Paris France

“Having a total 
blast in paris 
thanks to 
#UnitedAir”

Raujo Tweeted:

From: Dallas,Texas

“Watching a world 
cup qualifier for 
cheap! #UnitedAir”

Chicago

$179
Beach Getaways

$399
a night

Explore:

Swiss Alps

Always Sunny

Tel-Aviv
Classic Vacations:

New York

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

Flight Search

account number

Seattle-Tacoma, WA (SEA)

Check nearby airports

Austin, TX (AUS)

Check nearby airports

Check nearby airports

Find Car Rentals

Advanced Search

DEC THU

05
Change Date

DEC

Change Date

One Adult

FIND FLIGHTS

St. Louis
explore

from

$69
Danna Tweeted:

From: Paris France

“Having a total 
blast in paris 
thanks to 
#UnitedAir”

Chicago

$179
Beach Getaways

$399
a night

Explore:

Swiss Alps

Always Sunny

Tel-Aviv
Classic Vacations:

New York

THU

07

Show More Trips

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

arrive on

Change Date

Return Date
calender

December 2013
su m t w th f s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30 31

January 2014
su m t w th f s

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24

29 30 31

25

26 27 28

February 2014
su m t w th f s

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28

Our user begins on the homepage, using the left side-bar to 
fill out the travel details of their search

When picking the dates, a drawer reveals itself offscreen to 
the left. It's scrollable, and shows a larger range of dates than 
today's offerings
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Let's buy some tickets, shall we?

Flight Search Filters

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Enter email, for price alerts

Seattle-Tacoma, WA (SEA)

Austin, TX (AUS)

More Filters

One Adult

departure takeoff all times

all times

DEC THU

05
Change Date

DEC

Change Date

THU

07

nonstop one stop multi stop

departure takeoff

$524 SEA 4:36p // AUS 11:53p 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 3:09p // SEA 10:24p 

6:17

7:13coach

select

$524 SEA 11:20p // AUS 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 5:45a // SEA 10:30a 

8:00

6:45coach

select

$599 SEA 2:42p // AUS 9:49p 1 stop (DEN)

1 stop (DEN)AUS 6:15a // SEA 1:57p

5:07

9:42coach

select

$599 SEA 2:42p // AUS 9:49p 1 stop (SFO)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 5:00p // SEA 10:35p 

5:07

7:45coach

select

$679 SEA 6:05a // AUS 2:22p 1 stop (DEN)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 6:15a // SEA 1:57a 

6:17

9:42coach

select

Seattle, WA to Austin, TX Sort By: Price Ascending

$679 SEA 11:20p // AUS 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)8:00select

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

Flight Search Filters

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Enter email, for price alerts

Seattle-Tacoma, WA (SEA)

Austin, TX (AUS)

More Filters

One Adult

departure takeoff all times

all times

DEC THU

05
Change Date

DEC

Change Date

THU

07

nonstop one stop multi stop

departure takeoff

$524 SEA 4:36p // AUS 11:53p 1 stop (DFW)

1 stop (DFW)AUS 3:09p // SEA 10:24p 

6:17

7:13coach

Confirm

Seattle, WA to Austin, TX Sort By: Price Ascending

$679 SEA 11:20p // AUS 9:20a 1 stop (DFW)8:00select

Flight 240 2:49
Takeoff wed 4:36P SEA

DFWwed 7:25 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:48
Takeoff wed 8:05P DFW

AUSwed 11:53PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:04
Takeoff sat 3:09P AUS

DFWsat 6:13 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 5:28
Takeoff sat 7:56P DFW

SEAsat 10:24PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Depart

Return

close

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

After hitting search, results are populated where the deals 
used to be. Familiar looking filters are added to the entered 
search information so the user can begin to narrow the list 
of results down.

When a flight is selected, it expands to reveal detailed flight 
information as well as a timeline of the flights which visually 
lays out the in-air versus on-ground time.
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Let's buy some tickets, shall we?

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Review Fare

1. Review Flight

2. Traveler Information

Flight 240 2:49
Takeoff wed 4:36P SEA

DFWwed 7:25 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:48
Takeoff wed 8:05P DFW

AUSwed 11:53PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 2:04
Takeoff sat 3:09P AUS

DFWsat 6:13 PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Flight 240 5:28
Takeoff sat 7:56P DFW

SEAsat 10:24PLanding
airbus A320-100/200 (narrow dy Jet)
 60% on time | 1021 miles 9+ seats remain

Depart

Return

close

Seattle, WA (SEA) to Austin, Texas (AUS)
Wed, Dec 25 to Mon Dec 30 2013

Round Trip, Economy, 1 Adult
Current Total: 600.95

account number password GO
!

First Name Middle Name Last Name

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

Once a flight is selected, the user is brought into a review 
and payment screen where they go over flight details and 
enter pertinent traveler information.

They scroll down the screen filling in the details. United can 
use it's proprietary knowledge to fill in missing holes in fares 
users would encounter later on. Seat selection also takes 
place here as option four.

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Review Fare

2. Traveler Information

3. Traveler Options

Seattle, WA (SEA) to Austin, Texas (AUS)
Wed, Dec 25 to Mon Dec 30 2013

Round Trip, Economy, 1 Adult
Current Total: 600.95

First Name Middle Name Last Name

Date of Birth (DD/MM/YY) Gender

Email Phone Number

I have a redress number

No Bags 1 Bag 2 Bags 2+ Bags

Prepay for Baggage
Because you’re choosing to book on the United website, we can work baggage fees and accomodations into your check 
out now instead of running into a nasty surprise at the airport. How many bags are you planning on checking?

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

Add Trip Protection
Allianz Global Assistance Protect your travel investment with valuable Allianz Travel Insurance. Trip protection includes 
coverage if you cancel or interrupt your trip for reasons like covered illness, injury, layoff, and more. This plan also covers 
expenses for emergency medical and dental needs, travel delay, and includes a 24-hour toll-free emergency hotline with 
award-winning support. Terms, conditions and exclusions apply. Learn more
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Let's buy some tickets, shall we?

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Review Fare

5. Terms and Conditions

6. Final Fare Review

Seattle, WA (SEA) to Austin, Texas (AUS)
Wed, Dec 25 to Mon Dec 30 2013

Round Trip, Economy, 1 Adult
Current Total: 600.95

Change Policy

Itinerary changes, if permitted by the airline’s fare rules, may incur airline-imposed penalties and/or increased fares. Airline change penalties vary 
by airline, market and fare rules and typically range between $150 to $250 USD per ticket. If calling Priceline to modify, a $30 USD per ticket 
priceline service fee will also apply. If allowed, changes are required to be made prior to scheduled departure date. If you fail to fly any segment 
of your itinerary, most airlines will automatically cancel the remainder of your flights and the ticket will lose all value; no further changes or 
refunds will be allowed. For further information, please contact your airline.
Cancellation Policy

Many airlines will allow cancellation within 24 hours of booking without penalty; rules vary by airline, travel date and fare type. Otherwise, tickets 
are non-refundable. There is a processing fee of $7.00 USD for itineraries that include more than one carrier; other flights will not have a fee. 
This fee is non-refundable, charged for each ticket purchased and may appear as a separate charge on your credit card statement.
Terms & Conditions

You will be issued electronic tickets. Adult passengers must have a valid government-issued photo ID. International travelers must have a valid 
passport.

Yes, I have read to and agree with the terms and conditions

United Base Fare. State and Federal TaxesLuggage Fee Total Base Fare  *additional fees may apply

$524.00 + $25.00 + $76.95 = 625.95
Accept and Book

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

account number password

forgot password or pin?

GO

Thank You!
for choosing to fly United

Enter your confirmation code into the 
search bar above at any time for details.

a reciept has been emailed to:
johndoe@IBM.com 

CS7B9F4
confirmation code

Search for destination, travel information, or enter a confirmation code

The final step involved a dynamically generated fare review 
based off of the optional add-ons the user may have 
selected during the review phase.

Yay! Tickets have been purchased. The user is shown an 
immediate confirmation code they can enter in the omnibar 
to retrieve flight details.



Thanks!


